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Abstract — Pervasive computing envisions seamless and
distraction-free application support for everyday user tasks.
Achieving this requires a high degree of automation. In many
scenarios, the basis for automation is context information that
can be acquired unobtrusively by means of sensors.
Consequently, it is vital to ensure the validity of the context
information, especially, in cases where automatic decisions can
have severe security implications. In smart environments, the
validity of context information can be ensured simply using a
centralized context storage that is securely connected to all
trusted sensors. In peer-based systems such a centralized
approach cannot be applied. Instead, it is necessary to use all
devices to distribute context information which requires
additional precautions to ensure its validity. In this paper, we
derive the requirements on secure context distribution for
peer-based systems. Furthermore, we describe a generic
distribution framework to enable the usage of context
information in security critical applications. On the basis of a
prototypical implementation, we present an evaluation
indicating that the proposed framework can achieve a high
level of security while being applicable to many scenarios.
Keywords-component; context information,
secure distribution, validation, pervasive computing

I.

peer-based,

INTRODUCTION

Pervasive computing envisions seamless support for
everyday user tasks by means of devices that are integrated
in the user’s environment. Due to their integration, many
devices are specialized and resource-poor and due to user
and device mobility, the resulting pervasive systems are
typically dynamic. As a consequence, many pervasive
applications are inherently distributed since a single device
alone cannot provide thorough task support. Combined with
the dynamics, this creates execution environments that
demand a high degree of configurability and adaptability.
In addition to seamlessness, pervasive computing also
strives for distraction-free task support. Thus, it is usually
not feasible to shift the responsibility of adapting an
application to the user. Instead, providing the desired user
experience requires the application developer to strike the
right balance between manual control and automation.
However, the benefit of automation can quickly be nullified
by inappropriate decisions. This is especially problemantic if
the automated decisions may have security implications, e.g.
if they may compromise the user’s privacy.
To avoid inappropriate decisions, it is often necessary to
consider a large number of variables. Besides from technical

characteristics of the execution environment such as the
available devices and services, a significant set of variables
is usually bound to the state of the physical world which is
commonly referred to as context information or simply
context. Context may entail the location of objects and
devices, for example, and it is typically supposed to be
gathered unobtrusively by means of embedded sensors.
Consequently, it is necessary to ensure the validity of context
information that is used for automation.
To ensure the validity, existing systems usually rely on a
trusted infrastructure that consists of a centralized context
service with permanent secure connections to all relevant
sensors. This approach can be applied easily to smart
environments since they are often built around a centralized
server that manages a single administrative domain. In
contrast to that, peer-based systems are typically fully
distributed since they cannot rely on the permanent
availability of any device. Moreover, they may span devices
from several administrative domains which can make it
impossible to define a single trustworthy context service.
As a consequence, it is necessary to use the available
devices to distribute context information in peer-based
systems. However, this approach requires additional
precautions to ensure the validity of the context information.
In this paper, we derive the requirements on secure context
distribution in peer-based systems. Furthermore, we describe
a generic distribution framework to enable the usage of
context information in security critical applications. On the
basis of a prototypical implementation, we present an
evaluation indicating that the proposed framework can
achieve a security level that is comparable to a centralized
system while being applicable to a broad range of scenarios.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section II, we introduce our basic system model. In Section
III, we provide an example scenario. Thereafter, in Section
IV, we derive the resulting requirements. In Section V, we
introduce our generic framework to enable the secure
distribution and in Section VI, we present an evaluation on
the basis of a prototypical implementation. Finally, Section
VII describes related work and Section VIII concludes the
paper with a summary and an outlook on future work.
II.

SYSTEM MODEL

As presented in [1] and [6], our work focuses on peerbased pervasive systems. In these systems, devices that are
within communication range connect to each other on-the-fly

uusing short-rannge wireless ccommunicationn such as Blueetooth
oor WLAN. D
Due to miniatturization and specializationn, the
ddevices encouuntered in theese systems are
a often resoourceppoor. As a reesult, they neeed to interact with each othher in
oorder to provvide thorough support for user tasks. Due
D to
m
mobility, thee available sset of devicees is continuuously
ffluctuating. Thus,
T
in contraast to smart eenvironments, peerbbased systems cannot makke use of a ccentral coordiinator.
IInstead, they m
must coordinatte in a decentrralized mannerr.
In order too reduce the am
mount of mannual user inputts, the
ssystems rely on context innformation. U
Usually, this coontext
iinformation iss gathered unobtrusively byy means of seensors
tthat are inteegrated into some of thhe devices. As a
ssimplification, we assumee that the innformation thhat is
ggathered by tthe sensors iss representingg information about
ssome of the ddevices in their vicinity. Givven that the seensing
rrange is oftenn smaller thann the commuunication rangge, we
aargue that thiss simplificationn is not overlyy restricting.
From a security persspective, the devices thaat are
cconnected to each other att a particular point in timee may
sspan multiple domains thatt are administeered independdently.
A
As a result, iit is not safee to assume tthat all devicees are
eequally trustw
worthy. Insteadd, the devices that are part oof one
aadministrationn domain may use their resoources to changge the
bbehavior of the
t devices ffrom another maliciously. As a
cconsequence, it is necessaryy to ensure thhat critical deccisions
aare based solely on valid conntext from trustworthy devicces.
III.

EXA
AMPLE SCENAR
RIO

m model, connsider the example
To clarifyy the system
sscenario show
wn in Figure 1 that depicts a research caampus
ssimilar to the institute centeer that hosts F
Fraunhofer IAIIS. To
llimit the acceess to the cam
mpus to legittimate personns, the
w
whole area is enclosed by a fence and both, employeees and
vvisitors need to pass by a gatekeeper at the main enttrance.
D
Due to the sizze of the camppus, there is a significant disstance
bbetween the ggatekeeper’s llocation and tthe office buildings
w
which makes it impossible to keep track of the visitorss after
tthey passed thhe gate. As a coonsequence, employees mayy have
tto pick up first-time visitorrs at the mainn entrance to eensure
tthat they are nnot getting lostt. In addition, tthe sheer size of the
ccampus also makes
m
it hard tto ensure that illegitimate peersons
aare not simplyy climbing oveer a fence.

inddividual buildiings by meanns of a pervassive applicatioon.
Whhen a person enters throuugh the mainn gate, a sensor
recoognizes this and generatees a correspoonding piece of
conntext informattion. Since thhe gatekeeperr’s office is nnot
conntinuously connnected to all building entraances, the sensor
storres the contexxt informationn on the mobiile phone of tthe
perrson. Once thee person arrivves at a buildding entrance, an
actuuator that is m
mounted to thee entrance requuests the context
infoormation from
m the mobile pphone and it soolely unlocks tthe
entrrance, if the pperson has beenn detected by the sensor at tthe
gateekeeper (cf. A
A) which preveents illegitimatte access (cf. B
B).
IV.

REQU
UIREMENTS

From the peeer-based system
m model presented previouusly
andd the desire to support the utilizattion of context
infoormation to auutomate securrity critical deecisions, we ccan
derrive the requireements for conntext distributiion as follows::
Decentralized provisioniing: As peerr-based systeems
cannnot provide guarantees
g
aboout the availabbility of devicces,
the context info
formation muust be made available inn a
deccentralized maanner. More sspecifically, too ensure suppport
for arbitrary discoonnections, a pparticular piecce of informatiion
must be stored onn all devices too which it relattes to.
Generic mecchanisms: Thee mechanisms used for context
disttribution shouuld be genericc with respecct to the context
infoormation that shall be distrributed. This eensures that thhey
are applicable to a broad range of different appplications.
urity: In order to enable thhe use of context
Reliable secu
infoormation for ssecurity criticaal decisions, iit is necessaryy to
enssure that the innformation hass actually beenn generated byy a
reliiable source (aauthenticity). F
Furthermore, it
i is necessaryy to
enssure that the innformation cannnot be alteredd when stored on
a ddevice that is nnot trustworthhy (integrity). Finally, in som
me
cases it may be nnecessary to eensure that thee information has
h
beeen generated reecently (freshnness).
Configurablee trust: Since peer-based syystems may sppan
multiple adminisstrative domaiins, it is not vviable to rely on
the context infoormation geneerated from arrbitrary devicces.
w the configuuration of trustt in
Insttead, it is neceessary to allow
ordder to support the
t secure utilization of conntext generatedd in
diffferent domainss.
Low resourcce usage: Last but not leasst, in order to be
appplicable to resource-poor deevices, the proovisioning of tthe
conntext informatiion should noot be a resourcce intensive taask.
Insttead, the mechhanisms for ddistribution shoould exhibit low
resoource utilizatioon without enddangering the security.
V.

FRA
AMEWORK

In the follow
wing, we descrribe our frameework to suppport
the secure distribbution of conteext informationn. To do this, we
work. Thereaft
fter,
firsst provide an ooverview of thee basic framew
we describe the iindividual mecchanisms and protocols. Thhen,
we describe soome extensioons to reducce the resourrce
utillization. Finaally, we brieefly outline tthe prototypiical
impplementation w
which we evaluuate in the nexxt section.
Figure 1. Example Scenariio

To improvve this situatioon, the accesss control perfoormed
bby the gatekeeeper can be rrevalidated at the entrance of the

A. Overview
To support tthe decentraliized provisionning of context
infoormation whille providing sttrong securityy, our framewoork

ddecouples the tasks of sensiing and distribbuting contextt from
tthe task of vaalidating it in space and tim
me. To do thiis, the
bbasic versionn of our fraamework reliees on asymm
metric
ccryptography. As we will show in thhe evaluationn, this
aapproach is suuitable for devvices with lim
mited resourcess such
aas Sunspots. However,
H
to rreduce the ressource requireements
eeven further, w
we provide a ssymmetric alteernative.
As basis for
f asymmetriic cryptographhy, we requirre that
eeach device bbelonging to thhe same adminnistrative dom
main is
eequipped withh a key pair annd a certificatee that is signedd by a
ccommon root certificate. Thhus, the root ccertificate reprresents
a single adminnistrative dom
main and it cann be used to iddentify
tthe domain’s trusted devices. Furthermoore, we requirre that
ddevices are iddentified by thhe fingerprintt of their certiificate
w
which ensuress that the idenntification is hhard to comproomise.
T
The generationn and distributtion of the keyys and certificaates is
ddone in an offfline step that can be perforrmed using staandard
ttools such as O
Openssl.

idenntifiers refer to the fingeerprints of thee correspondiing
certtificates. Thuss, they providee a strong assoociating betweeen
the generator andd the storage.. As we explaain later on, tthis
enssures that a ppiece of conteext informatioon that has beeen
gennerated for onee device cannoot be used by another. Finallly,
the update also coontains a timeestamp (TG) off the generatorr as
welll as its certifficate (CERTG). During thee validation, tthe
tim
mestamp is usedd to ensure thee freshness off the informatioon.
Thee certificate is needed to enaable the validaation of arbitraary
gennerators withouut knowing theem a priori.

Figure 3. Distriibution Protocol

Figure 2. Frramework Overviiew

On top off this setup, thhe basic variannt of the frameework
ddifferentiates three functionnalities. As deepicted in Figgure 2,
aall functionaliities rely on a key store thatt holds the keyys and
ccertificates deescribed previoously. The gennerator functioonality
iis responsiblee for perceivinng its environnment by meaans of
ssome sensor and for disstributing thee resulting coontext
iinformation. The storage functionality stores the coontext
iinformation pprovided by ggenerators forr later usagee. The
vvalidator funnctionality reetrieves and validates coontext
iinformation annd depending on the result of the validattion, it
m
may initiate ann action, e.g. bby means of ann actuator.
To perforrm the validaation, the valiidator functioonality
m
must determinne whether thhe context hass been issuedd by a
ttrusted generrator componnent. To thiis, the frameework
iintroduces a distribution
d
prootocol betweeen the generatoor and
tthe storage and a validation protocol betw
ween the storagge and
tthe validator.. In the folllowing, we provide
p
a deetailed
ddescription off these protoccols. Thereaftter, we descriibe an
eextension of the frameworrk that replacces the distribbution
pprotocol with a symmetric variant.
v
B
B. Distributioon Protocol
When the sensing unit oof a generator perceives
p
som
me new
ppiece of inform
mation about a device, the generator storres the
iinformation inn the storage of this devicce. To do thiis, the
ggenerator andd the storage eexecute the diistribution prootocol.
A
As depicted inn Figure 3, thee distribution protocol consiists of
a single updatee message thatt is initiated byy the generatoor.
Besides thhe type of thhe context (CT
TP) and the actual
iinformation ((CONTEXT), the update also containns the
iidentifiers of the generatorr device (FPG) and the tarrgeted
sstorage devicce (FPS). Thee context typpe and the actual
iinformation caan be arbitraryy byte sequennces. The typee itself
iis later on uused in the vvalidation prootocol to requuest a
pparticular pieece of conteext. As stateed previouslyy, the

a integrity oof the update, tthe
To ensure thee authenticity and
idenntifiers as welll as the conteext type, inforrmation and tim
me
are signed usinng the privatte key of thhe generator. If
neccessary, this aalso allows thee storage deviice to determ
mine
wheether the conntext has beeen issued byy a trustwortthy
gennerator. To doo this, storagge would havve to verify thhat
CERTG has beenn signed by a ttrusted root ceertificate and thhat
GG is valid. Hoowever, this vvalidation step at the storagee is
SIG
nott required to enforce the seccurity goals inntroduced earliier.
Insttead, the storage can simplyy store all updaates as receivedd.
C. Validation Prrotocol
If the validattion is required, the validatoor is responsibble
As depicted inn Figure 4, tthis
for retrieving thhe context. A
quires a requesst and a respoonse that (1) authenticates
a
tthe
requ
storrage and (2) trransmits the veerifiable inform
mation.

Figure 4. Validation Protocol

To achieve thhis, the requesst is composeed of the context
type (CTP) thatt shall be rettrieved, the iddentifiers of tthe
valiidator (FPV) annd the storagee (FPS), a noncce (NONCE) thhat
is generated byy the validatoor as well aas its certificcate
ERTV). The iddentifiers, conntext type andd the nonce are
(CE
signned by the vvalidator whichh can be useed to enable tthe
storrage device to restrict requeests to trusted validators.
v
To do
thiss, the storage verifies that CERT
C
ned by a trustted
V is sign
rooot and that SIG
GV is valid. Hoowever, just likke the validatiion
of tthe generator oof an update, thhis is an optional step.

Similarly, the response to this request is composed of the
certificate of the identifiers FPV and FPS and the nonce that
was included in the request. Furthermore, it includes the
identifier of the generator (FPG) and the timestamp of the
update (TG) as well as the certificate of the storage (CERTS)
and the original update message. Finally, the message
includes a signature for the identifiers, the nonce and the
timestamp that is generated by the storage.
In order to validate the response, the validator first
determines whether the nonces are identical. Thereafter, it
determines whether the CTP in the update is as requested.
Then, it determines whether FPS, FPG and TG in the response
are identical to the values in the update and whether the
fingerprint of CERTS and CERTG are matching FPS and FPG.
Finally, the validator verifies that the certificate of the
generator is signed by a trusted root and that the signatures in
the update (SIGG) and the response (SIGV) are valid.
Once this validation process has succeeded, the validator
can accept the context. Thereby the process ensures that the
storage device is authentic since it must be equipped with the
private key for CERTS to create SIGS and the response
cannot be a replay as it includes FPV and the correct nonce.
Furthermore, the update message has not been changed
during the transmission since the signature SIGV also spans
FPG and TG and they are identical to the update. Finally, the
update has been issued for the storage device since it
includes FPS and it can be trusted since it CERTG is signed
by a trusted root and thus, the generator can be trusted.
In order to determine whether the context information
itself is fresh (enough), the validator can use the timestamp
of the generator (TG). However, this requires that the clocks
of the validator and the generator are (loosely) synchronized.
This can either be achieved by an external time source such
as a UTC or GPS receiver. Alternatively, trusted storage
devices that regularly pass the generator and the validators
can also perform the synchronization. To do this in a secure
manner, it is possible to reuse the protocols described above.
Thereby, the trusted storage device acts as a generator for the
time and the actual context generator acts as a validator. To
set the time on the context generator, the trusted storage
device simply generates an update containing the current
time that is used within the validation procedure performed
by the generator.
D. Extensions
As indicated in the framework overview, it is possible to
further reduce the resource utilization of the framework for
generators by replacing the asymmetric signatures with their
symmetric counterparts. For this to work, however, the
validators and the generators must share the same symmetric
key. If this can be achieved by means of key distribution, the
protocols described above can be applied directly by
removing CERTG from the update and by replacing SIGG
with a symmetric signature based on the shared key.
However, besides increasing the effort for key
distribution, the main drawback of this approach is a loss in
flexibility when context shall be used across different
administrative domains. In the asymmetric case, it is possible
to define unidirectional trust-relations. To do this, a validator

can simply be configured to trust the generators of a certain
(set of) domain(s). In the symmetric case, this is not possible
as the distribution of the key would result in a symmetric
trust-relationship since every validator could forge the values
of the generator.
To mitigate this problem, our framework introduces socalled generator bridges or simply bridges. The bridges are
responsible for replacing the symmetric signatures with
asymmetric ones. To do this, they request the context
information from the storage, they validate the symmetric
signature and they create a corresponding update message.
This requires them to be configured with the symmetric key
of the generator and an asymmetric key pair that shall
represent the generator.
E. Implementation
To evaluate the framework, we have implemented it as
an extension to BASE [1], our communication middleware
for peer-based pervasive systems. BASE is implemented in
Java (on top of J2ME CLDC) and provides basic middleware
services for spontaneous interaction such as device discovery
and local as well as remote communication. In addition,
BASE provides a light-weight service abstraction that we
used to implement the framework functionalities.
We have implemented individual services for symmetric
and asymmetric generators, storages, validators and bridges.
These services provide interfaces to distribute arbitrary
context information that can be used in different
applications. Towards this end, the generator services must
be extended with a sensing unit that creates the context
information. The validators must be extended with an
actuation unit that requests the context information. In
addition to these services, we have implemented a service to
distribute the root certificates within an administration
domain. Although not being secure, in general, this service
enables the user to detect new root certificates and to decide
whether they want to trust them. In addition, it could be used
to distribute certificate revocation lists, however, our current
prototype does not support this.
All services share a common key store functionality
which is used to configure the device and its trust-relations.
Thus, besides from storing the certificate and key of a
device, the key store also stores trustworthy and un-trusted
(but discovered) certificates. To represent these certificates,
we rely on the X.509 standard. In order to associate the
fingerprints of the certificates with devices, we use them as
BASE’s system identifier.
To realize the cryptographic algorithms, we reuse the
implementations of the J2ME version of Bouncycastle
library [2]. This allows the utilization of RSA and ECC as
asymmetric methods. Both can be used at the same time by
different generators or administrative domains. For
symmetric authentication, we rely on HMAC [8] using the
SHA-1 hash algorithm. Of course, other types could easily
be added, so our framework does not depend on a particular
cryptographic algorithm.
Since Bouncycastle is applicable to all devices that
provide a Java virtual machine with J2ME CLDC support,
the library itself is not optimized for a particular type of

device. Thus, to get realistic estimations for the overhead of
the framework, we are basing our evaluation on an optimized
implementation for Sunspots. This implementation makes
use of the Sunspot SSL library which provides a fast 160-bits
ECC implementation using SECP160r1. The resulting
encryption strength is comparable to RSA1024. However, it
is noteworthy that the optimized version of our prototype can
interact with non-optimized versions without modification.
VI.

EVALUATION

In the following, we evaluate the framework with respect
to the requirements identified in Section IV. We first discuss
the qualitative characteristics. Thereafter, we provide a set of
benchmarks to quantify the resource utilization.
A. Discussion
Due to the fact that the update messages explicitly
identify the source and the target of the context information
by means of fingerprints, there is a strong association
between the generator and the storage. By authenticating the
storage and the context information during validation, some
other storage cannot illegitimately use the context
information. As a consequence, our framework supports the
utilization of devices that are not trustworthy per se and thus,
it allows decentralized operation.
Our validation framework is generic as it can be used to
distribute any type of context since the services do not make
assumptions on the data representation. In our current
implementation, the services use byte sequences with
equality matching. Yet, the integration of more complex type
systems and matching operators would be straight forward.
With respect to reliable security, the signatures ensure
that the context information cannot be altered and that a
storage device must poses the appropriate private key to use
the context. While this prevents attacks such as copying or
modifying the context information, the presented framework
cannot stop a device from sharing its private key which
makes devices indistinguishable. For example in the scenario
introduced in Section III, a visitor that legitimately passed
the gatekeeper could share the context information with an
intruder that jumps over the fence. However, if the visitor
and the intruder are cooperating, the visitor could also simply
use his storage device to open the door for the intruder. Thus,
it is not possible to prevent such attacks technically by solely
using cryptography in general. The second possible attack
that is not prevented by the framework is a man-in-themiddle in the validation protocol. Instead of responding
directly to the request message, an intruder could simply
forward it to the legitimate storage that holds the context.
Once the legitimate device responds, the intruder then
forwards the response to the validator. When the message
arrives at the validator, the validation succeeds since the
validator actually validates the legitimate device. Yet, for
this attack to work, the intruder must mask as the legitimate
device (e.g. by copying the fingerprint) and it must be
connected to both, the legitimate device and the validator
device, simultaneously. From a scenario perspective, this is
similar to an intruder that is slipping through the door that
has been opened by a legitimate user. Thus, it is possible to

complicate such attacks by reducing the communication
range. From a protocol perspective, it is possible to initiate
the validation on the storage device or to have the user
accept an incoming request message manually. As a result,
the attack would no longer be possible or could be detected
at the price of an increased level of manual interaction.
With respect to configurable trust, the framework enables
validators to freely model trust on the devices of different
administrative domains by means of a configuration of the
key store. Due to the use of asymmetric cryptography, it is
possible to model unidirectional relationships as well. This is
especially useful in the context of business environments
where the devices of an employee may trust the sensors of
the company but not vice versa. In addition to the not-trusted
and trusted categorization performed by our current
prototype, it would be straight-forward to integrate a less
coarse-grained notion of trust by introducing detailed
classification of root certificates in the key store.
B. Measurements
In order to quantify the resource utilization of the
framework, we installed our prototypical implementation on
Sunspot devices (RED SDK) and we computed a series of
benchmarks shown in Table 1. To get meaningful numbers,
we repeated each measurement 20000 times for HMAC and
200 times for ECC. Table 1 shows the mean and the 95%
confidence interval of the repetitions.
TABLE I.

Mechanism
HMAC
ECC (Signature)
ECC (Validation)

COMPUTATION TIME IN MILLISECONS

Mean (95% Confidence Interval)
11.34 (8.98, 13.69)
644.57 (473.14, 816.00)
796.07 (607.12, 985.01)

To distribute some piece of context information, a
generator must create a single signature in addition to
transmitting the context information which results in an
additional overhead of 644.57 ms. By using the symmetric
mechanism, this overhead can be even further reduced to
11.34 ms. If the storage wants to perform the optional
validation of the signature, it needs to perform 2 validations
which increase the total delay by 1592.14 ms.
To use a previously distributed piece of context
information, a validator must first generate the signed
request and then it needs to perform one validation of the
storage and two validations of the contained update which
results in a total overhead of 3032.78 ms. In addition to that,
the storage must also create a signature for the response
which corresponds to 644.57 ms. If a storage wants to
validate the request, this introduces another 2 validations.
As a consequence, the total overhead for context
distribution and usage boils down to 7506.2 ms, if the
storage performs all validations and 4321.92 ms, if the
storage simply accepts all updates and requests. Clearly, this
overhead makes it impossible to use the framework for
context information that is changing at a high rate. However,
if the context exhibits this behavior, it is likely that the
context generator and the context consumer are directly

connected. Thus, it is easier to ensure the validity of context
by securing the connection. In cases, where direct
connections are not possible, the additional overhead is not
unreasonably high. As a consequence, we argue that this
approach is applicable to a broad range of scenarios.
VII. RELATED WORK
Most other comparable approaches to utilize context
information are based on a central server that is trustworthy.
As a consequence, such approaches are not applicable to
peer-based systems. In [5], Al-Muhtadi et al. present a
context based security suite for the GAIA environment.
There a central server saves all data encrypted with a key
based on the context (e.g. the location). Accessing the
encrypted data will be possible, if the central server can
verify the needed context information. GAIA uses a
centralized data storage and access control. All the
encryption that the mobile devices are performing is based
on symmetric group keys. Furthermore, the context based
data will be en- and decrypted by the central server, who also
determines the current context of all devices.
The security in the virtual home environment [3] is also
focused on a central authority that allows securing the
communication and enables access control. All requests are
routed to a central server which decides if the requesting
device is allowed to perform the request. In contrast to this
approach, ours allows the data to be distributed through the
whole network, so every device carries the data while
preserving integrity. Also the verification process is
distributed and every device in the network can validate
context information.
In addition to centralized approaches, some authors also
tried to use context information based security mechanisms
in a de-centralized fashion. Robinson et al. [9] creates a
shared secret which depends on the room acoustics. So every
device in a room should have the same key since they are
time-synchronized and therefore creating their key at the
same time. This idea depends on the assumption that the
room acoustics is almost the same, independent from the
place where the device is located. While this could be the
case in some rooms, not all rooms fulfill this special
condition. They suggest a periodical re-keying, to re-enable
the communication with devices which calculated a different
key. This key can only be used to secure communication in a
room, not to allow secured communication within one
company. Our solution enables the verification of context
information by every device in a domain which can span an
arbitrary big area. In addition, our framework also allows
inter-domain context validation, if desired.
Kagal et al. [7] distributes trust to devices of a foreign
domain by using the personnel that is working in the domain
as room managers. These managers can grant other persons
or devices the same rights that they currently own in this
room. So a manager could allow a guest device to use the
office printer that he is also allowed to use. Personal trust is
used as a substitute for secure context information. Also the
room managers are responsible for granting their access
rights to someone else. Our approach does not depend on

personal trust as is not superior in comparison with secured
information, especially when considering social engineering.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Achieving the vision of pervasive computing requires the
usage of context information for automation. Especially in
cases where automated decision may have security
implications, ensuring the validity of context information is
unavoidable. In this paper, we derived the requirements on
secure context distribution and usage in peer-based systems.
Furthermore, we described a generic framework to satisfy
them. Our evaluation suggests that the framework can
achieve a high level of security that keeps up with current
Internet standards while being applicable to many scenarios.
At the present time, we are integrating the presented
context distribution framework into our generic role
assignment system [6] as part of the PECES European
project. This will enable the secure distribution of roles to
dynamically form smart spaces and to enable their
interaction across insecure networks such as the Internet.
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